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Horizon hosted phone
system & Collaborate [UC]
Solution IP helps organisations meet the challenges of productivity and collaboration whilst aligning technology to their growth
strategies. We work with industry-leading technology partners, adding a full-service wrap to deliver networks, IT, unified
communications and security that simplifies seamless communication and collaboration.
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Why do I need Horizon
What is our Horizon offering
Why voice from Solution IP
How it can be deployed
Pricing & license options

Why do we need a Horizon
hosted phone system?
Our hosted phone solutions has been designed to deliver
reliable, flexible and cost-effective access voice, video and
collaboration tools to UK-based organisations.
Horizon is the UK’s industry-leading hosted solution with 750k users, designed to make
your business communications easier to manage, administrate and cost-control. As a
platinum partner, we have deployed close to 10,000 Horizon seats. It's fair to say, we're
experts.
By implementing a hosted service, your calls would be carried across a dedicated
broadband service and includes bundled minutes. The system comes fully supported
with all software upgrades and version updates included in your monthly licence. This
removes the necessity and cost for having an annual maintenance contract.

What's our voice
offering?
An end to end service that
includes software, connectivity,
routers and phones which
means everything is tested and
compatible and we can trouble
shoot across the entire service.
It’s not “just a piece of software”
where you provide the rest of
the components.
Accredited by:

With only a minimal capital outlay required, a reliable and proven service and jargonfree approach, Horizon is suitable for any size business looking to improve its
productivity and image. It’s perfect for companies looking to grow, and for multi-site
companies looking to centralise communications.
System features
Call Reporting - Horizon enables you to track missed calls, peak periods and maximise
your service and sales performance to your customers.
Features you can easily control – Horizon puts you in complete control of your phone
system and is provided with an extensive range of call handling and management
features, all operated through an easy-to-use web interface. Including divert to mobile,
twinning and mobile -app.
An on-demand service with no hidden costs – As Horizon is hosted on your behalf, you
only pay for what you need on a simple per seat basis, there is no
major hardware investment.
Auto Attendant - You can use Auto Attendant to provide callers with call routing
options for different areas of the business or create announcements to inform callers
of details such as opening hours and website address when the office is closed.

Bundle supporting
technology into
a convenient solution
Horizon collaborate - unified
communications
Payment security for PCI
compliance
Akixi wall boards
SIP trunks and call
management
Direct routing to teams
Maintenance
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Why a phone system from Solution IP?
We support close to 10k users across the UK with our Horizon service with over ten
years experience.
We install and service single offices to 100+ sites across the UK and pride ourselves
on project management and customer training on site for new systems.
Our end-to-end solution allows us to manage the entire service remotely from our
UK offices across the UK.
We have engineers across the UK to visit on site where required.
It’s based on award-wining vendors’ world-leading products – with proven
communications capabilities.

Solution IP were awarded Gamma Platinum Partner in
2020 (https://www.gamma.co.uk/partners/find-a-partner/)

How can it be deployed?

Adoption & Integrations

With every order for Horizon from 10 to 1,000's of users, we project plan
the delivery, installation and training of Horizon in line with your
timescales and availability.
Every installation has a “post installation survey” which measures
customer satisfaction , and enables us to continually improve our
deployment.

When you consider adopting a new
technology, we know you've got to take into
consideration existing or legacy systems.

Simple pricing & user license models
As your teams' requirements and features can be different across your
environment, we have simplified pricing and licensing options to choose from:
Voice only licenses
Voice and UC licenses
UC only licenses
Simple tiered pricing across your branch environment
Competitive bundles including leased lines, handsets and mobiles.
Ask your Account Manager for a personalised quote.

Let us help you
Not all businesses have the expertise to manage their communications technology.

Because Solution IP deploy and run
multiple voice, IT, data and network
services, we are idea partners for change
management.
Integrating your telephone system with
your CRM or business systems can provide
significant productivity gains to your
organisation, for example, know who is
calling and quickly get their details on the
screen or simply click on their contact
number to automatically make your
handset dial the number.
We have established change management
procedures to ensure minimum downtime
and predictable switchovers.

Email: Sales@solutionip.co.uk
Call: +44(0) 333 2000 903
www.solutionip.co.uk

Solution IP will support your team with independent advice and solutions from our
expansive unified communications, IT, security and network portfolio structured and
designed to solve your business challenges.
With 5* independently-rated support from our skilled in-house engineers alongside a
compelling offering to create the right solution, we will be happy to help.
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